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WSSL
 DOME STAGECOVERS

ALL ASSEMBLY DONE AT GROUND LEVEL

Portable, outdoor stagecovers; 
graceful, dramatic and strong

Excellent sight lines

Great acoustic projection

Fire retardant, waterproof, 
vinyl polyester fabric; 
available in opaque white 
and various attractive colours

Solid white or striped colours

Easy to assemble

Distinctive curved lines

Five sizes

With great acoustics and excellent sight lines, our attractive SC series is available in four sizes,
with the SC-70A large enough to accommodate a full orchestra with harp and grand piano.

From music to theatre, WSSL Dome Stagecovers
provide a perfect way to showcase outdoor entertainment of every kind. WSSL
Dome Stagecovers are quick and easy to setup and take down.
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SC33
28' deep x 33' wide x 18' high, nominal
accommodates stages as large as 24' x 20' x 3’ or
set up on the stage (with anchorage to ground)
set-up approximately 2 hours with 4 men
shipping: weight 800 lbs; dimension 2' x 4' x 18’
all assembly done at ground level

SC40
29' deep x 40' wide x 21' high, nominal
will accommodate stages as large as 30' x 20' x 3’
set-up approximately 3-4 hours with 4 men
shipping: weight 1,200 lbs; dimension 2' x 4' x 20'
all assembly done at ground level

SC50
41' deep x 50' wide x 26' high, nominal
accommodates stages as large as 40' x 25' x 4’
set-up approximately 6 hours with 6 men
shipping: weight 2,900 lbs; dimension 4' x 8' x 20’
all assembly done at ground level

SC70A
60' deep x 70' wide x 36' high, nominal
accommodates stages as large as 60' x 40' x 4’
set-up approximately 8 hours with 6 men
all assembly done at ground level
shipping: weight 8,000 lbs; dimension 4' x 8' x 20’
all assembly done at ground level
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oother WSSL tents & structuresther WSSL tents & structurether WSSL tents & structures

Warner Shelter Systems Limited creates fabric-clad structures to suit virtually every purpose, from
special events, trade shows, catering and outdoor concerts to warehousing and industrial use. Our
award-winning tents are user friendly, durable and set-up quickly.

We have earned a reputation for providing a high level of service to customers since 1970. It is a pleasure
to serve you. Please contact us for further information.
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